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PREFNIE

This Occasional Paper, the seventh in our series, is presented with

a mix-tire of pride and sadness. It constitutes one of Professor Robert

Berdahl's last direct links with the Department of Higher Education which

he has chaired for the past decade. The paper reflects one of Robert

Rerdahlia najor intellectual interests in recentyears e problems and

possibilities of statewide coordination in American hider education. He

has a well-deserved national reputation, in this field and has pioneered

the analysis of the role of state governments in higher education. This

paper reviews the limited literature now available evaluating the performance

of statewide boards. We are sure that this discussion will stimulate

further thought and analysis on an iortant topic. Without any question,

the role of statewide coordinating bodies have, for better or worse,

entrenched themselves in the bureaucratic and political reality of ican

higher education.

Professor Robert Berdahl takes up a professorship in higher education

at the University of Nyland in College Park. He will also be director

of a research institute on government and higher education there. Robert

B all's association with the State University of New York at Buffalo goes

back almost to the inception of the Department of Higher Education and the

Department is, in many ways, a result of his leadership as chairnan.

Elizabeth French is on the staff of the Alabama Commission on Higher Educati

in Montgorrery. This paper results from an evaluation of the statewide board

Alabama.

Philip G. Altbach
E.D.Duryea
Editors, Occasional Paper Series
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sEca T I: INTRODUCTION

A. Evaluation s a Form of Academic Acct tabilitv

Evaluation is nothing new in Academe. As early as the seventeenth century a

few governments in the colonies and later in the states examined the colleges

that they were aiding; although this process involved evaluation, it was not the

rigorous operation that we call by that name today.' (Harcleroad, 1980) Ybr

traditionally, students have always been on the receiving end of grades; faculty

have regularly been appraised for appointment, promotion and tenure; and since

the twentieth century, uost universities and colleges have undergone institutional

evaluations by regional accrediting associations and program evaluations by

professional accrediting agencies. In most of these later cases, however,

been a matter of academics judging academic icTues.

T:,tely, current applications of the evaluative process have penetrated yet

other layers of the academic system Not only Academe but the entire administrative

strture nf r e educatic c city is now subject to evaluation processes

which often include a heavy component of non-academic participation. It is no

longer uncommon for institutional governing boards to launch formal reviews of

campus presirlents prior to renewal of appointment; and state agencies charged

with the nlar id coordination of public post- secondary institutions are now

scrutinized by the elected executive and legislative branches of state government.

James L. Miller has stated (1975) that the recent interest in the evaluation

of state higher education agencies is a natural outcome of the development of

higher education in planning and coordination. He claims that these agencies

have been active long eat' -,h to insure their survival in one form or another

and the debate over whether or not to have coordination is past. Therefore, their

continued existence has created an expectation among critics and friends alike to

require that they either identify eir accomplishments or show reasons for a

failure to do so.
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Statewide boards of higher education have never been a particularly popular

social phenomenon. Poised delicately between the universities and colleges

want maximum autonomy on the one hand and the various agencies and offices

of state goverrmant wanting maxiraum accountability on the other, Irony statewide

boards suffer from role confusion resulting in heavy criticism from one or

the other of the "two sides"--and sometimes from both! A British national

counterpart to these statewide boards, the University Grants Committee, reports

that it learned to operate on the principle of "equal and opposite unpo

Not surprishigly then, there has been much tinkering with state structures of

higher education in efforts to come up with 'better systems."

St uct ur _s of the State Hi _ier Fducatic

S .t de boards of hi

_ it

tion appeared on the scene in some .-J stateL:

over the last quarter of a century and have steadily increased the extent of

their oversight of the inst5tutions (M llard, 1976). Five basic types are

identifiable according to their varying degrees of regulatory authority, and

states have traditionally been placed in one of the .ollowing categories which

correspond o the structure of coordination: no coorthnat. ng structure, voluntary

association, advisory coordinating agency, rccrulatory coordinating agency, and

consolidated governing board. (A definition of these various board types may be

found in Appendix A.) It is not within the scope of this tresentation to

pLovide a comprehensive analysis of these various types of boards; rather we

attempt to show in the following table the rapidity uithvilich changes have taken

place wrong the states over the past forty years relative to the type of

statewide structure embraced. (For a coroprehensive analysis of



board structure see Glenny, 1959; rdahl, 1971; Carnegie Commission, 1971;

Millard, 1976.)

Table 1. Number of States Classified by Type of Stator de Structure* for
Coordination in Higher Education, for Selected Years, 1940 -1979

Type of 1940 190 1960 1965 1970 1979
Structure

No Board 33 23 17 7 2 2

Voluntary association 0 3 6 3 2 0

Advisory coordinating agency 1 1 5 11 13 10

Regulatory coordinating agency 1 2 6 a2 14 18

Consolidated governing board 13 14 16 17 19 20

'DOM. 48 48 50 50 50 50

* State 1202 Commissions treated later.

Table 1 indicates that there has obviously been a trend away fr big no

oard or having a voluntary association to some form of formal coordination. Even

within the various categories of formal coordination there has been considerable

movement and even more consideration of further changes. In the past decade, state

legislators in Utah, Wisconsin, and North Carolina all abolished their coordinating

boards and created consolidated governing boards; California and Connecticut

terminated existing coordinating structures and established new ones in their

place; Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri and New York reacted variously

to proposals for restructuring the planning and coordination of higher education in

those states; and Florida, Mississippi and West Virginia have authorized an external
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consulting firm to evaluate elements of their higher edition systesrn. South

CaLolina's Legislative Audit Council undertook an extensive evaluation of the

Commission on Higher Education, which resulted in a strengthening of the

Commission,and the Alabama Commission on Higher Education has just been evaluated

for the second time in accord with its enabling legislation. One thing is clear,

meny judgments are being passed on the relative merits of the various forma of

coordination and governance.

C. -ose.,
The development of this paper was the result of the authors' participation

in the evaluation of one such agency--the Alabama Commissjon on Hi her Education.

As will be explained later, however, the focus is less on the Alabama evaluation

and nore on the elaborate evaluation criteria drawn up by the South Carolina

Legislative Audit Council to use in assessing that state's Commission on Higher

Education.

The plan of the paper is as follows: Section. II will elaborate on the

reasons why better evaluation of statewide boards will be importimportant to a wide

range of corstituncies. Secion III will address various complexities of the

process of evaluating statewide boards Section IV will briefly s,marize the

major relevant evaluation efforts undertaken recently, and Sections V and VI will

present the evaluation criteria used in South Carolina, detailed critical

reactions to them from selected respondents aro!11d the country and our own

composite set of criteria based on these reactions. Finally, Section VII shifts

the focus from one of which criteria to who should evaluatein au effort to

at the state level for issues pertainitv to higher education,

that age-old issue of "Who guards the guardians?."
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REASONS FOR EVALUATIGN

A. Ad Hoc and Periodic Slate Evaluations

As mentioned above, there has already been a great deal of ad hoc evaluation

of statewide boards of hiih education, and there is every likelihood that

this wile continue.

Over and above such ad hoc state actions, we sense the probability of

regul -ized state evaluations along the line of the currently-unique Alabama

pattern. The enabling legislation establishing the Alabama Commission on 'higher

Education in 1969-70 mandated that the Commission be evaluated every four years

by a committee which should include at least three persons not associated with

higher educative in the state. The first two such evaluations have been =Deleted

and will be discussed further velow.

Apart from these specialized evaluation processes, one can recognize that

normal executive branch operations in any states have long included at least

passing evaluations of the worth and value of those state activities which came

under scrutiny. The more recent theory of performance budgeting calls for develop-

ment c.c. indicators of agency outcomes, with some amount of financial rewards

patterned accordingly. To our knowledge no state has yet established performance

criteria for purposes of budgeting the costs of statewide boards.

Another aspect of executive branch evaluations has been the post-audit of

agency operations. Historically this audit was usually concerned with legality

and propriety of expenditures and with agency efficiency. Ybre recently, however,

the post-audit functions has blossomed into a more cc rehensive assessment of

agency effectiveness and has been moved in over half the states to the legislative

branch where, as the Legislature Program Evaluation (LPE) movement, it hlpes to

ensure executive branch accountability.



B. The State ITE t and Sunserit Le islation

The Legislative Performance Evaluation (LFE) movement represents an effort

by state legislatures to go beyond the traditional post -awl -it of executive branch

fiscal management to include an assessment of the effectiveness of the performance

of the unit(s) selected for scrutiny. In several states the LPE Agencies have

examined university or community college operations (Berdahl, 1977) and in

Connecticut and South Carolina there were LPE evaluations of the statewide board

of higher education.

Somewhat related to this practice has been the evaluation aspects of state

sunsent legislation. According to the terms of this kind of legislation, first
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passed by Colorado in 1976 and followed in one form or another by at least another

34 states in the following fbur years, targeted state agencies are to be terminated

by a time certain if not explicitly renewed following evaluation of their

performance. Mille few of the existing laws are comprehensive in calling for

sunset evaluations of all state agencies (and few states could actually deliver

sophisticated evaluations on such a massive scale), there are signs that hi

education agencies will sooner or later join the queues in at least some states.

In Iowa only a Governor's veto blocked a sunset law which bad the Iowa Board of

Regents scheduled for evaluation within the first five year after passage.

Insofar as LPE or sunset evaluations may be directed at statewide boards in

the future, improvements in our understanding of appropriate criteria should be

welcome.

C. Possible Federal Government Interest

Given the Federal Government's recent concern for performance evaluations of

federally-funded activities, it is not impossible to imagine an effort to

evaluate the effectiveness of the federally-subsidized State 1202 Commissions,

which in 12 states are the statewide boards wearing different hats and in some

14 other states are the statewide boards augmented in membership to satisfy the

1202 requirements. Hence, there is a potential Federal interest in improving

the process of evaluating statewide boards of higher education

D. Regional Accreditation and Evaluation Criteria

Regional accrediting associations are also probable users of such evaluations.

Alth o ugh the traditional model of regional accrediting has called for the evaluation

of an institution's ability to achieve its own chosen goals, there has been
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increasing ess of late that a university or college's position in a larger

coordinating or governing structure can do much to encourage or inhibit its

ability to achieve its goals. Thus, the better regional accrediting teams have

begun to pay some attention to the degree of external controls exercised on a

campus. While this broader perspective is much to be applauded, it is not without

some dangers unless treated with a measure of sensitivity. For example, in a

study undertaken by one of the present writers some years ago, it was discovered

that a regional accrediting team visited an institution whose president had

earlier been a colleague of the chairman of the team. Nothing necessarily wrong

there, but as it turned out, the team was treated to a lengthy set of complaints

about the stultifying effects of overcentralization by the statewide board.

Although the accrediting team members did pay a brief call on the head of the

coordinating board on their way out of the state, no statement of charges" was

presented for possible rebuttal-- either in advance of that meeting or prior to

the printing of the final report. When the canfidentail final report was submitted

to the institution, it was te critical of the state coordinating board and not

too unexpectedly the criticisms were leaked to the press to bolster the

institution's fight for more autonomy (Berdahl, 1971, j. 236). Since the

dimension of external controls is a very legitimate aspect of institutional

evaluation, there is nothi wrong in principle with regional accrediting teams

giving it careful consideration. Judgments about "excessive centralization,"

however, do not spring full-blown from the ether; they must be culled from a

fair deliberative process which incorporates widespread consultations and which

results in explicit guidelines. Therein lies the relevance to regional

accrediting e,:-niations of efforts to improve our knowledge of what constitutes

"good" statewide coordinating and planning.



E. Other Potential Uses

To complete the inventory of potential uses of evaluations of statewide

boards, we need to cite a Carnegie Commission recommendation (even dough it has

never been implemented):

that a special commission on institutional independence be established
within the American Council on Education; this commission, which should
consist of both. ACE members and public membeli, would be assigned
responsibility for reviewing external interference with institutional
independence and issuing findings after such reviews. (1971, p. 107).

As was the case with regional accrediting team judgments about "excessive

centralization," such ACE commission judgments about external interferences would

need to be based on ver=y careful distinctions between those external

controls legitimate and necessary and those which are not. It is perhaps

because of the complexity of arriving at any broad agreement on these matters (as

well as the embarrassing prospect of an ACE commission attempting to censure a

state system'guilty of excessive interference with institutional independenc

that the Carnegie Commission recommendation.h2q not been implemented. However,

Roger Heyns, President of the America' Council on Education in 1976 did send out

a letter on January 6th of that year a .ou ici that if there los sufficient

se his organization would be willing to establish. panels of qualified

persons who would then be available to visit a state where relations between. a

central board and institutions had become badly strained. The invited observers

would then do their best to restore the necessary worms relationships. The

project was quietly dropped, however, when other associations responded with

neither interest nor fads. Nevertheless, the idea of developing SOME institutional

counterpart to the American Association of University Professor's Committee A to

monitor statewide systems is one which, in some modified form, may someday be

implemented; and at such time, evaluation criteria will obviously be needed.
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S COMPLEXITIES IN EVALUATING STATEN= BOARDS

A. PersitonalMaBeMorertant Than Structures

To keep things in perspective, one should acknowledge that the success or

failure of state boards may normally be gore dependent on the role of personalities

than ors the issue of structure or powers. Samuel GouLdhas-said it well:

The titre subtle personal contacts...are the warp and woof of the
fabric of (the) relationship (between the state and university);.
(such contacts) defy rules and definitions and formulas....They are
the true means by which the delicate balance of authority, responsibility,
and interdependence existing between the university and state government
is maintained, or, when matters go awry, is upset. They represent the
interplay of personalities, the development of attitudes on the part of
these personalities reflecting a clear understanding of respective roles
and motivations, and most of all the creation of a climate of mutual
trust and respect. (1966, p. 4).

It is also true, however, that the 'availability practicalmachdnery" can.

help improve the "climate of opinion" within which the key personalities

interact (Enarson, 1956, p. 321). Thus, without exaggerating the importance of

board structure, it is still worthwhile to examine criteria by which the strengths

and weaknesses of various board patterns sroe assessed.

B. Ol_gSt-ucturesbFormalAtitrliaBekilisleadim

Another caution is needed. Not only are personalities often uore important

than structure, but structure itself may be deeply affected by the play of many

other elements:

Some agencies have more power than their enabling legislation
suggests because they are heavy on informal power, influence, and
"credibility" with state officials and the public. Other agencies
have less power than their statutes suggest because their credibility
is low and their recommendations are ignored. The web of informal
relationships, communication, and respect among legislators and the
state agency is extremely i o tent and is often overlooked (M iler,
1970, p. 49).
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'Thus, when one deals with categories such as advisory and regulatory

coordinating boards and consolidated governing boards, one must remember that in

practice the lines blur between different types. In a survey of the three major

types of boards in nine other states, a Task Force of the University of Missouri

(1972), which had been established to recommend a pattern of statewide coordination

and governance, found that in three crucial areas, long -range planning, resource

allocation and use, and program control, "board types" was less influential as

an explanatory variable than "human, economic, and political modifiers" (p. 49).

The task of class g statewide boards has been further complicated since

1974 by the designation inmost states of statewide post-secondary planning

comnissionsresponding to Section 1202 of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972

and funded modestly with federal funds from Section 1203. In some states

existing statewide boards have been designated as the 1202 Commission; in others,

the boards have been augmented in membership to serve this function; and in still

others, entirely separate commissions have been established. There is, therefore,

question about the proper classification of a state with a 1202 comnission as

well as a statewide board, or one with a 1202 commission where there previously

had been no board. For our evaluation purposes, we are ignoring the separate

1202 commissions since they are few and of recent origin.

Little Guidance from the Early Literature

In a work reviewing the early literature (Berdahl, 1971, Chapter 3), problems

of evaluating statewide boards of higher education were discussed and it was

noted: "One searches the relevant literature in vain for objective canons of

proof which would remove the subject from controversy, but one finds only

unsubstantiated and contradictory arguments as to why coordination is 'good'

bad,' or why this type is preferable to that."



Chambers' comments illustrate this dilemma:

South Dakota abolished institutional governing boards and set up
one board in 1896 which now governs seven institution. There have
been sixty-four yfinrs of exparience with this device. Who can prove,
and by what techniques, that South Dakota' institutions of higher
education are today any better (or any worse), or that the statewide
system is any better or worse, than it would have been if separate
governing boards had been continued, with open rivalry, or with
voluntary coordination, or with a co sory coordinating agency?
(1961, p. 58).

Mayhew (1969, p. 32) also mentions this gap in the literature: "There have

been no studies to indicate that elaborate coordination does or does not affect

levels of state expenditure for higher education, percentage of a population

attending college, cost of instruction, or increased producti- ty of higher

education." That same year a study appeared in Colorado with the finding that

"the overall ratio of allocation to request, year by year and institution by

institution, has not increased as a result of the change to the rcoordinatingj

Commissiad (Brooks, 1969).

The University of Niss i Task Force study cited above included an appendix

discussing the problems of to establish relationships between a particular

type of statewide board and various fiscal measures. The one finding reported

was that "these data do not suggest the existence of a very strong relationship

between types of coordinating structure and the rate of change in the amount of

funds appropriated for higher education for the period since 1960" (1972, p. 62).

Nor were any new links established by a more recent study conducted by Henry

Frost for the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1976), using

multiple correlation analysis between the different types of statewide agencies

and selected indicators of state performance, such as access, funding and diversi

D. Problems with Coals- Oriented Evaluation Theory

According to textbook evaluation theory, assessments of statewide boards
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should commence with an examination of state goals and problems, proceed to a

determination of board functions necessary to achieve those goals and overcome

those problems, and than move to an analysis of the board structures which could

best undertake those functions. Only then would it be possible to arrive at an

understanding of the kind of leadership which would work through those structures

and functions to the achievement of the desired goals.

In practice, however, such a goals-oriented evaluation process may run into

any of several problems. For example, the state's list of goals may inadequately

respond to serious existing problems or fail to anticipate those which are erg

So c_he evaluation process should appraise not only the achievement of goals, but

also the adequacy of the goals themselves. Yet here we confront the issue of

subjectivity of values in choosing goal . One person's, one agency's, one state's

choices ray not be those of others, and it is not possible by mere analysis to

"prove" which set of goals is the most satisfactory.

Astin (1974) points out the difference between conceptual outcomes, which are

basically derived from values; and outcome measures, which can be scientifically

derived to assess the achievement of the conceptual outcomes. Thus, one can

evolve objective means for measuring the extent to which certain desired ends

have been achieved in a given (statewide) context, but one cannot thereby prove

that those ends are to be desired by all above others.

Cue partial answer to the problem of subjectivity in deciding values, en

goals, and objectives right be found in the emergence of a form of national or

state consensus. TWo highly visible commissions issued reports in 1973 which

suggested goals for higher education around which such consensus might emerge.

(See Appendix B for the Carnegie Commission (1973) list of purposes of higher

education in the United States and the objectives of the National Commission on
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the Financing of Post-secondary Education (1973).)

To the extent that an identifiable national consensus might emerge around

goals from studies such as these.. it might be possible to develop appropriate

outcome measures (in Astin's terms) and evaluate statewide boards by the degree

to which they had helped to achieve such goals. (The National Commission in fact

suggests measures for each of its objectives.)

In the event that national consensus may not prove feasible, a state-level

consensus may perhaps be more realistic. In California, for eYlmple, the Joint

Legislative Committee n- the Master Plan commissioned a study (Peterson, 1973)

which examined agreement and disagreement among a broad group of academic and lay

people of 20 areas selected from the Institutional Goals Inventory of the

Educational Testing Service. Similarly, in Oklahoma the Board of Regents

conducted a statewide goals study (1976) and involved over 3,000 lay citizens.

Presumably, if a strong otate consensus emerged, the goals in question could be

used as a legitimated set of objectives against which to assess statewide board

achievements.

Several problems remain, however. In the first place, while widespread

agreement might be obtained on general goals, disagreement often emerges when

goals become more specific. Fbrthermore, even with the specific National

Commission outcome measures, honorable people quarrel over the exact meaning of

terms like excellence, sufficient, and responsive. In addition, it is not unusual

for same general goals, e.g., institutional freedom and flexibility, to have a

potential conflict with others, e.g., institutional accountability; and in most

cases, no priorities are established to guide evaluators as to which goals have

precedence. This lack of goal priorities could be overcame by asking the politica

process to hammer out explicitly which goals head the list and which fall to the
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bottom, but Wildaysky (1964) pointed out long ago how distasteful it is for most

politicians to be asked to make choices rng macro-policy alternatives as

opposed to their preference for trading off items at the margin.

It may be rare, then, to have state goals for higher education. ,..cnted in

a form that is comprehensive, specific and prioritized. But even if this occurs,

there will still remain the complex problem in social science analysis of assigning

credit and/or blame to the statewide board for the achievement or non-achievement

of these goals. Inevitably there are so many other intervening variables between

the actions of the statewide board and the alleged results it may be seeking,

that while one may attribute certain cause-and-effect relationships to the

process, there will usually be little certainty to such judgments. We are thus

quite far from having a satisfactory goals-oriented evaluation process for

statewide boards.

To illustrate the difficulty of trying to evaluate performance on the basis

of goals and results rather than row, we cite in Appendix C two major

evaluation efforts in eleu tary /secondary education and in state legislative

processes which, notwithstanding very substantial funding, staffing and t

were unable to go beyond evaluation of p_r_24::ess. Based on these efforts we

should not, then, too easily assume that a satisfactory evaluation of

statewide boards would result if only substantial time, talent, and resources

could be nobilized. Nevertheless, we do urge a continuing double attack on the

problem by working at both the corceptual and the practical levels. The literature

on educational evaluation, while still oriented primarily to instructional matters,

shows promise of develorment. For example, the Encyclopedia of Educational

Evaluation (Anderson and others, 1975) offers a comprehensive overview of the

topic. (The following headings are relevant to this work: "the politics of

evaluation," "hard and soft evaluation," and "the evaluator's role.") At a

pica
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more intense, abstract level, Evaluation. and the Exercise of ALILI-22EiLK (Dornbusch

and Scott, 1975) may stimulate persons prc,Zessionally equipped to profit from it.

Perhaps as a good omen Paul Dressers 1976 Handbook of Academic Evaluation does

include a chapter on "State Coordination and Planning." While the various criteria

suggested (pp. 443-449) cover the Trost important dimensions of board functions, there

are unfortunately few guidelines offered on how to demonstrate the crucial linkage

between board activities as "cause" and various "g d" and "bad" developments as

alleged "effects." Nor, for that natter, is there a normative philosophical fry

work to justify the favorable and unfavorable judgments. Also helpful is a volume

edited by Bowen (1974) containing several exce]lent articles Brown's piece, "Taking

Advantage of External Evaluation," -3 particularly relevant to our central concern her

IV. RECENT EVALUATION EFFORTS

In keeping with the above-mentioned need for approaching the problem of

evaluating statewide boards on both the theoretical and the practical levels, we

cite now brief suannaries of recent efforts to assess such boards in certain states,

reserving to Section V special treatrEnt for the rost elaborate evaluation in South

Carolina.

A. Self - Evaluation 'ts from s -iation of Governing Boards (AGB)

it does not constitute a formal evaluation undertaken by some agency

external to the statewide board, we commence with the AGB self-evaluation process

as an example of the nidlest form of assessment.

The AGB has a whole series of such surveys, with two of than specifically

designed for statewide coordinating and governing hoards respectively. While

undoubtedly useful as a starting point in understanding a board's self-image, these

surveys suffer frannzjor weaknesses: nost of the survey questions seem to elicit

more of a yes/no flash picture view of the board operations than al-luau:led assess-

nent of board performance over any period of time.



The survey for coord inating boards has questions divided into 12 topics)

and Topic 9 - Statewide Educational Planning--Policies and Procedures--probably

comes the closest to a broad assessment. (See Appendix D.) The treatment of

goals lists 12 possible general goals and asks the respondents to rate them

as of high, medium, low or no importance. No probing, however, is undertaken

the extent to which if any, the statewide board has a responsibility for

attaining the cherished goals, or on the degree,to which the board has achieved

those goals for which it is deemed to have some major responsibility.

A letter from the AM in 1979 indicated that three consolidated governing

boards had employed the self-evaluation kits, but that in some states so-called

"sunshine laws," requiring all non-executive session deliberations of public

agencies to be conducted in the open, had acted to inhibit boards from engaging

in evaluations which would probably produce critical and/or divisive information.

si of Missouri Task Force on State Level ti
ce in Higher Education

In response to a state "Little Hoover Commission " recommendation and

subsequent proposed state bill pointing to a substantial centralization of

decision-making in higher education, the President cf the University of Missouri

established a seven person Task Force to investigate patterns of coordination and

governance around the country and make recommendations for the Missouri scene.

This Task Force issued its EppoL (1972) and, on the basis of its deliberations,

recommended a milder Rkrm of regulatory coordinating board. The substance of

those recommendations need not concern us, but the process by which the Task

Force arrived at its conclusions is of great interest.

The Task Force established a set of 13 process criteria (see Appendix E) and

for each such criterion, on the basis of organization theory, postulated

board performances expected according to board type: advisory coordinating,



regulatory coordinating, or consolidated governing. The members of the Missouri

Task Force then visited nine states covering all three types of boards and

compared actual board performances (based on interviews within the state) with

the :=heoretical postulates. The resulting comparative evaluations ,.re shown in

Appendix F.

Although the nine state case studies were thin (involving an individual

investigator interviewing 6 to 15 persons in a state in two or three days), the

Task Force handling of their postulates was fairly professional. They recognized

that while the 13 criteria were "considered to be reasonable," they would

"not necessarily (be) of equal importance" and that "a reader of this report may

be expected to focus his attention on a lted set of criteria and to reject

others as trivial or, at best, secondary in overall importance" (p. 8).

Alabama Evaluations #1 and #2

The 1969 enabling legislation establishing the Alabama Commission on Ft

Education included within it a provision that every four years a committee of

at least three consultants not associated with higher education in the state

evaluate the effectiveness of the Commission and recommend changes as needed.

The first such committee was appointed by the Commission in 1974 and consisted

of three out-of-state professionals in higher education plus four Alabamians who

had no associations with higher education in the state. Nominations for

appointments to the committee came from various sources, including the post -

seconda y institutions. The report, published in 1975, recommended strengthening

the advisory coordinating board and giving it regulatoryy powers over approval of

proposed new academic programs. The Committee arrived at its judgments after

soliciting written and/or oral testimony from a wide variety of persons in the

educational and political worlds, but had neither the staff, the time nor the
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budget to try to develop a formal set of evaluation criteria.

Although the Senate of the Alabama legislature in 1975 subsequently passed

a bill cod many of the evaluation committee's recommendations this house

vats presided over by a Lieutenant Governor very hostile to the Commission.

Under his leadership a conference committee succeeded in cutting the Commissi

operating beset from S300,000 to $200,000. In 1976 and 1977 legislation to

strengthen the Commission was passed in the House but failed to gain acceptance

in the upper chamber.

Thus, the Committee's principal value lay less in any immediate political

Impact or in the formation of explicit criteria for evaluation, and more in

establishing the precedent of the first mandated, periodic state board evaluation

and in demonstrating the value of a nixed in-state and out-of-state uambership.

The composition of the second Evaluation Committee differed slightly from

the first. The first Evaluation Committee had recommended that subsequent groups

be appointed by a different, ndxed process: four Alabamians were to be appointed,

one each by the Governor, the Lieutenant Governor, the Speaker and the Alabama

Commission on Higher Education; and these foie; were to choose the three out-

of-state professionals. But this proposal died in the lowur house bill, and

the second Evaluation Committee was appointed in 1978 in the same ma er as the

first, by the Commission. This time, however, there were four out-of-state

members and five Alabamians. Three of the four out-of-state members represented

the same constituencies as the first committee: a former director of a statewide

board, an active university president and a professor specializing in studie:, of

statewide coordination and governance. Tb these was added in 1978 a professor

well known for his studies of two-year postsecondary institutions. This latter

appointment was initiated presumably to reflect recognition of the 1975 report
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criticism that the Cormission's relations with two-year institutions in the

state needed to be improved. Also presumably the number of in-state rembers

was increased to retain a majority in that category. Willie such a balance may

have been important symbolically in the state, in terms of actual discussions

and subsequent recommendations, neither the first nor the second committees

reported any in- state/ t -of -state bloc divisions whatsoever.

The second committee operated along lines similar to the first: a budget of

approximately $28,000 raas appropriated and the committee was given six months

which to report: the staff was limited to a secretary and the on-call

services of the ACHE staff member designated as liaison to the committee;

deliberations were conducted in private and confidentiality was guaranteed all

respondents and witnesses; there was an inspection of all ACHE publications,

minutes and program review proceedings; and attendance at an ACHE meeting

devoted to budget hearings was arranged. During the second evaluation process

much molt= attention was devoted to the political side. Rill use was made of

the contacts of the five Alabama rembers to invite in key legislators from both

houses and representatives of the incoming Governor's Officp., and in addition,

persons from groups such as the State Chamber of Commerce and the League of

Wbuen Voters were invited to testify; and thousands of copies of a brief S

Report were distributed around the state, at the same time as the Report itself

was issued in March 1979.

Whether as a result of this broadened attention, the arrival of a new

Governor (and Lieutenant Governor) and or some other factors--this time a bill

to strengthen the Commission passed both Houses and was signed into law by the

Governor July 30, 1979.



If the second committee enjoyed somewhat greater success than the first in

terms of political impact, it was not noticeably more effective in advancing

the national art of statewide board evaluation. At the outset the committee

decided, in essence, to attempt to look 'backwards, forwards and sidewards."

This meant that one part of the evaluation was to look back to the powers and

responsbilities accorded the board by its enabling legislation, to determine

whether these two elements were commensurate, and if so, how well the Commission

had discharged its responsibilities with those powers. Another part of the

evaluation was to look forward to emerging problems in the state to ascertain

whether the Commission, with its current responsibilities and authorities,

fiver well it may have discharged these duties in the past) would be able to

meet those problems. A looking sidewards or outwards was for the purpose of

bringing to bear on both of the above dimensions the relevant insights gained

from experiences and studies in other states.

Unfortunately, the relatively primitive state of the art nationally,

combined with the Committee's lack of staff, time and b, iget, precluded doing

ything more than profiting informally from the fairly extensive personal

experiences of the four out-of-state members An unsuccessful effort to

adapt some criteria from South Carolina will be described below.

D. Nississi West Vir inia and Florida Consolidatedggymlim
tonal Devel

Perhaps as an optimistic omen of the increasing tempo of state board

evaluations, threes Southern states recently commissioned the Academy for

Educational Development (AED) to undertake studies which included assessments

of the effectiveness of the consolidated governing board -,,erating in each of

these states.



In a July 1979 report to the Mississippi Commission of Budget thig

entitled Governance of lit er Education in Mississippi, the AED identified

the following five major roles of a consolidated governing board and then

evaluated the performance of the Mississippi Board of Regents relative to each of

these following areas: 1) Governing Board of Individual Institutions, 2)

Statewide Planning, 3) Statewide Coordination, 4) Insulation from Political

Interference, and 5) Public Advocacy. (The five AED assigned roles and some

related tasks under each heading are included in Appendix G.)

The AED found after extensive study of relevant documents and interviewing

of nunrous personnel that while the Board of Trustees had done a good job in

securing political insulation of the universities, it badly needed strengthening

in most of its other roles, particularly that of long-range pinn:ng. Nevertheless,

the AED stopped short of recommending the replacement of the consolidated

governing board by a coordinating board, which the AED felt might do a better

planning job if freed of governance responsibilities.

This is exactly what the AED did recommend, however, in its August 1979

report to the Joint Committee on Govern ment and Finance and the Joint Subcommittee

Hi gher Education of the West Virginia Legislature: Scio-L-Trisnand
Rr ection of Hi :her Education in West Virginia. Iii this report the AM assessed

the performance of the West Virginia's consolidated Board of Regents along

dimensions similar to those used in its Mississippi study:

1. t.tnagement, Control and Supervision
2. Statewide Activities
3. State-level Budgeting
4. Statewide Planning
5. Relations with State Government

A conceptual framework was offered on the nature of these activities as
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rtaken t7 either a consolidated governing board or a reg atory coordinating

board, and then comparisons offered of the strengths and weaknesses of each

t,57P

On the basis of this analysis, the AED recommended as a first option the

creation of a coordinating board to replace the consolidated governing board

and the establishment of three segmental governing boards to operate the

various institutions under the planning and coordinating umbrella. In case the

West Virginia legislature felt such an option was too radical, the AED offered

a second set of recommendations to strengthen the performance of the existing

Board of Regents. To the surprise of few persons, state authorities chose the

second option.

The Florida study was undertaken by the AED for a Joint Executive Legislative

Study Commission on Postsecondary Education which reported in March 1980. Among

the questions examined was whether to alter the consolidated governing board

to a coordinating board with governing boards created at the local or sub-

system levels or to leave the governing board in place and create an umbrella

coordinating board over it to plan for the two year, four year, vocational and

private institutions. In a preliminary Discussion Paper #2, the Governance of

§tateSysiIiemserEducation, John Mille= of the AED offered six "essential

characteristics to be sought in state government organizational arrangements,"

which we presented in Appendix H.

In its final report to the Florida Commission, A Call to Action (1980), the

AED discussed various structural options but made no firm reconmendations in

this sphere. The Commission Report Postsecondary Education (1980) urged the

umbrella board option with strong emphasis on its planning responsibilities.

Governor Graham subsequently vetoed an anibus bill containing many of the,

Commission's reccrmendations because t also contained numerous political trade-offs.

But he moved to establish the umbrella ping board by executive action.
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E. LPE Evaluations icut and South ol

As mentioned above in Section II, the legislative Performance Evaluation

novement has already undertaken evaluations 'of statewide boards of higher

education in two states. Although both bear the imprimatur of an LPE staff

study, the differences in the two reports are huge. The Connecticut study

Strengtheiher Education in ectiout (April 1977) gave considerable

evidence of having been written under severe time pressures. Some of

the original charge to the Legislative Program Review and Investigations

Committee had to be dropped and an "Agency Response" molly included in LPE

reports was omitted. The study ream-En-Tided the abolition of the existing

coordinating board and its replacement by a stronger board with changed memb ship.

That the state govern it subsequently implemented this recommendation does not

alter the weakness of the report as an evaluation dot. It contained no

explicit framework for evaluation of the statewide board. Instead, one reads

of what appears to be ex parte judger nts about the need for stronger central

leadership, a stronger board role in planning, budgeting and program review

and a better management intonation service. These judgments may or may not

be correct; the point is that the document does not connect than to a larger

tamework of evaluatiOn which is itself sensitive to the many nuances and

dilemmas abounding in this field.

In contrast to this, the South (.arolina process was much more elaborate

both in devising a conceptual framework and in the lengths to which the staff

went in order to acquire relevant evidence. The main flaw, to our eyes, lay in

the Legislative Audit Council's(LAC) insistence that its charge did not include

appraisal of the coordinating board's positive accomplishments. An evaluation,

by our logic, must include recognition of the good as well as the bad.
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Nevertheless, the criteria created by the staff were of sufficient interest

that when the second Alabama evaluation shortly thereafter took place (as

described above), copies of the South Carolina criteria were mailed uat to some

70 respondents around the country, requesting their critical reactions on the

extent to which such criteria could be applied in Alabama or other states.

In Section V we present those South Carolina criteriaandthe reactions to

then from the 40 persons who responded.

V. THE SOUTH

A. LAC Creati

EVALUATION A CRITICAL ANALYSIS

:ia

In 1977 the Legislative Audit Council (LAC) in South Caroline was asked to

evaluate the Commission on Higher Education (CHE). The subsequent report,

Ma t and ± erational Review of the South. Carolina Commission on Higher

Education (June 14, 1978) recommended changes inCHEImembership and in several

aspects of CHE operations in planning, budget review and program review.

Legislation in 1978 strengthened CHE powers and removed institutional member5. Althol

the report was controversial in that it explicitly disavowed any intention of

describing "CHE accomplishments," the seriousness of the LAC effort was clearly

demonstrated not only by the creation of the elaborate evaluation criteria, but

also by the extensive additional activities which were undertaken. Covering CHE

developments since its establishment in 1967, the LAC audit staff interviewed

56 persons, mostly from the ranks of higher education, observed CHE meetings and

ccurrattee functions over a nine ninth period, visited coordinating agencies in

Alabama and Tennessee, inspected agency plans from 17 other states, employed

several out-of-state consultants (including one of us) to evaluate specific
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aspects of CHE operations, and conducted a user-survey of 234 persons in the

State concerning the quality and usefulness of Q-1E studies and reports. Clearly

the evaluation criteria were spawned in an atmosphere of high professional

purpose.

Althatigh the full set of criteria presented below, in their entirety is

rather long, it is important for the reader to grasp their ng in order to

understand the respondents' reactions and our later composite set of criteria.
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Audit 77-4
Connission on Higher Education
Detailed Audit Plan

South Carolina Legislative Audit Council

June 27_ 1977

Overall Purpose :

The purpose of this audit is to examine the duties and responsi-

bil ties of the Comnission on Higher Education and to evaluate the

performance of those duties.

Analysis of Coals and Objectives

Coals and objectives will be analyzed to determine their

conformance with legislative intent, the extent to which they

are a meaningful and useful guide for the Conmdssion's efforts,

and their comparability with goals and objectives of other state-

widepostsecondary coordinating agencies.

II. Evaluation of Progress Toward Coal Achievement

A. Evaluation of the performance of the Commission and the "1202"-

Post Secondary Planning Commission in conducting studies and

developing plans regarding the roles, structure and operations

of post secondary institutions.

1. Research Questions

a. Has the output of studies, plans, reconunendations been

sufficient in relation to the staff size,. funding, and

the demand for information?

Have the important issues in higher education been

addressed by tALDICHI, s reports?

c. Have the plans, studies and reports thoroughly discussed

issues, presented underStandable, val iq and useful infor-

mation and made specific, actionable recommendations?
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d. Have decision - makers in higher education and State

Government utilized CUE plans, studies and reports

and how has the quality of higher education been

improved as a result?

Has the ME obtained sufficient participation of

interested groups such as university and college

presidents in the planning proce.3s?

f. Has the OM developed a master plan for post secon-

&ry education which has been used by institutions?

search Methods

a. User survey: Development of a survey instrment

designed to obtain from recipients of CHE studies ond

reports their evaluations regarding the quality, use-

fulness and impact of major CUE studies,

b. Personal interviews with university and college presi-

dents, academic deans and other kn lgeable persons.

c. Analysis by audit team of significant CITE studies and

plans.

Evaluation of the overall quality of CUE reports and

plans by individuals outside South Carolina having

nationally recognized expertise.

Measures

a. Measurement of the ,extent to which the (;HE has addresed

-s mandated by the Legislature by comparing the topics

of reports to the topics specified in (lit enabling

legislation.

1b. T whoproportion of users w rate CIE publications as use-

ful, of high quality, and provide examples-of impact upon

the quality of highef cducatiSd7
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c. Ratings of the overall quality of reports by individuals

outside the State, persons interviewed and the audit

team.

d. Comparison of issues addressed by CUE to national issues

important to higher education.

Criteria

South Carolina legislative manda-

inim n recommendations for State -level docu-

ments made by the Carnegie Corrunission on Higher

Education.

c. Model criteria proposed by the staff of the Cal ifornia

Joint Committee on the Master Plan for Post Secondary

Education.

B. Evaluation of the. performance of the -omission in subs

reconunendations to the Budget and Control Board and General

Assembly regarding institutions of higher education.

1. Research Questions

a. What recommendations have been made by the CM?

b. Were the recommendations comunicated to de ision-make

in a cOncise, meaningful and useful manner?

c. To What extent have the recommendations led to
, n?

If not, why?

2. Research Methods

a. Review CUE publications and compile a list of all

recommendations.

b. When .Possible, document actions taken and by wham

to implement recommendations by reviewing actions of

the Legislature, Governor and institution; of higher

education.
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3. Measures

a, The extent 0 which L11E recommendations have led to

I action,

b, The extent to which actions based on OIE recoluenda.

tions have resulted in iagrrovements in post, secondary

education,

1. Criteria

recommendations should cause changes which i>Iiprove

the quality of post secondary education.

C. Evaluation of the perfonionce of,th ClIE's review of annual

appropriation requests and development of reconerendati

regarding State funding of higher education,

1. Research Questions

a. Does the fonmila provide equitable distribution

of funds?

b. Are the assumptions upon which the fonaula is based

valid and justifiable?

c. Should the Oil have the responsibility for reviewing

appropriations?

d. Has the formula been t d by the Budget and

Board and/or the General Assembly?

ntro

e. Does the fonaula promote quality education and, if not,

is it possible to reconcile quality education with

formula budgeting?

f. floes the formula iemote changes in institutions consis-

tent with other recommendations made by the Commission?

/, Research Methods

a. Interviews with institutional presidents and vice-

presidens for husin s and State budget officials,

b. Trace the development of the
formula, identifying

sons for changes.

clity of the formula, utilizing wren
c. Check tic

Rational research and evaluations
of individuals

with nationally recognized eryertise.

d. Determine whether all institutions
use form and

accurate data in computing the fonaula,

e. Study the integration of quality
measures in the

Tennessee appropriation

f. Review all correspondence, memoranda,
and other docm

mots relating to the budget
process for the last six

3. Measures

a,
Comparison of LIE recoomendod funding

to Budget and

Control Board recommendations and
actual appropriation

for the last four years.

b. Judgements of higher education and State budget officals,

and national experts regarding
validity of the under

lying assumptions of the formula.

c. The extent to which appropriations
arc based on factors

which directly relate to the activity being funded

(0,g, physical plant maintenance
based upon the character

istics of physical plant age and square footage).

d. Measure the extent to which
percentages and other cal

culations in the formula deviate from !atm institutional

needs and determine the overall
impact on the accuracy

of the formula.

4, Criteria

I
a. Legislative mandate.



b. COLE criteria. The Appropriation ronnula provides for

equitable sharing of State taxpayer support for South

Carolina's public colleges and universities. Realistic

11_E urn appropriations are computed impartiaqy by

using actual enrollments, proven st

uniform salary assump_

Vfaculty

nd justifiable average

percentages to cover the agreed functions of the insti-

tutions.

D. Evaluation of CITE approval of new academic programs and elimina-

tion of unnecessary duplication.

1. Research Questions

Has program review promoted high quality, necessary

programs and prevented unnecessary duplication of pro-

grams?

b. What cost savings, if any, have resulted from the

elimination of unnecessary progran:?

c. Is the criteria used to evaluate programs fair and valid

and is it perceived that way by the higher education

conumnity?

d. Do the programprograamm review procedures obtrin necessary and

reliable information and allow for sufficient insti-

tutional participation?

e. Does the ME review the necessity and quality of existing

academic programs in an adequate manner?

f. To what extent have institutions been able to circ n-

vent or otherwise negate the CHE program review process?

2. Research Methods

a. Prepare a statistical unmary of culla ative data since

1068 including programs apprOVW, programs rejected or



withd wn, cases where the duality of the program was

significantly altered during review, and the likely

costs associated with approved and reject d programs.

b. Select a sample of programs approved and rejected

and examine the criteria used as a basis fur action.

Obtain justificnticu of criteria from CUE staff and

is by the fectedsolicit evaluation o

institutions.

c. Review the program review procedures and compare to

other states' procedures. In the case of the review

f existing programs compare with Florida, Wisconsin,

and Louisiana.

d. Interview CITE, staff, Commission members (especially

membe on the Standing Committee on Academic Program

Development) and academic vice-pi .silents or provosts

at institutions.

e. Follow the progress of proposed new academic programs

through the Summer 1977 review cycle including meeti

of the Advisory Conmattee, Standing Committee and

Commission approval or rejection.

Measures

a. Ratings of perfon mrnce from persons interviewed.

b. Estimate of cost avoidance achieved by rejection or

withdrawal of unnecessary programs and elimination

of existing programs.

c. Audit team evaluation of duality of staff work and

criteria utilized.

Criteria



a. Program review procedures not only must be fair and

firm, but also must be perceived as such.

ib. Duplication may be necessary in programs with a high

demand or which comprise the core of a general educa

but in the more esoteric subjects where demand is small

and in the more advanced and professional degree programs,

where costs are high, even a small degree of duplications

may be unnecessary.

c. Program review procedures should require new programs

to meet reasonable tests of quality and not unnecessar

duplicate existing progrprograms.

Coordinating agencies should encourage the t nmination

of unsuccessful or unproductive programs, new or existing.

E. Evaluation of the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the

Commission.

1. Research Questions

a. What would be the impact of eliminating the CU ?

IQ
Lver the past ten years has there been any demonstrat-+we

relationship between activities of CHE and improvements

in post secondary education?

Research Methods

a. Personal interviews.

b. Statistical analysis of changes in indicators of the

quality of higher education from 1967-1977.

Measures

Judgements of persons interviewed.

Analysis by audit ream of impact of CHI on changes in

quality of post :ucondaYy edt
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B. Critical etio fr Residents

In preparation for the review of the Alabama Commission ors Iffier Education,

the second Evaluation Team in 1978 mailed copies of the South Carolina criteria

to some 70 persons around the country and requested their critical reactions.

expectation was that a set of criteria could then be developed that would be

neaningful in evaluating the Alabama Commission. Responses were solicited

from statewide agencies of higher edm:ation, the LAC staff is South Carolina,

groups like the Southern Regional Education Board and the Western Interstate

Compact for Higher Education, the American Council on Education, Middle- States

Accreditation, the American Association of University Professors, the Carnegie

Council and assorted individual scholars of statewide coordination and planning

of higher education. Recipients were asked to comment (on, a confidential basis,

if desired) on the potential utility of the South Carolina criteria as a model

for Alabama and other states, and to suggest modifications as necessary. The

following observations are based on the 40 replies which were received. (See

Appendix I for a full list of the respondents.)

Although criticism of the criteria covered a broad array of issues, there were

four major concerns that surfaced. These dealt with a fine and precise

measurement of terms, the political dimensions of the criteria, the balance of

constituency interviewed, and failure to address the agency's role as it relates

to the academic community and the State. It was deelried important, therefore,

to include specific commentaries on there issues.

1. Difficulties encountered in a precise and fair neasurement of terms

like "sufficient," "equitable," "improvement, id "quality."

The remarks of Morton reflected such a concern:



In general, the approach as outlined has a flavor of objectivity
but in real application would likely be subjective. This is
because so new of the criteria are not specific and leave room
for almost absolute value,judgment.

I would suggest a two-part approach--one wherein demonstrably
objective criteria can be applied and the other frankly and openly
the application of these judgmental measures which defy even a modicum
of objectivity.

2. Difficulties associated with the political dimension of the implicit

subjective aspects of the evaluation criteria.

Sirotkin noted that the specifications "at points...go beyond assess ment of

quality of product and process into detenminatiOn of consistency with preconceived

judnts."

Usdan found it ortant to be more explicit about any preconceived ju

relating to the political process:

the criteria seem somewhat mechanistic and not plugged into the
political dyaamics that are so vital to the effectiveness of
any state board. In other words, the idiosyncratic nature of
politics in each state and the educational-political interplay mist
be more specifically addressed. It is simply unfair to judge an
agency and its specific actions udthout explicitly seeking to understand
the political realities in any given state context.

Anong the political realities Norris found governmental "hidden agendas

statewide coordinating boards (e.g., "providing a buffer in dealing with

politically difficult issues generated by local ambitions") uhich "should be

acknowledged and evaluated as part of the audit design.

Miller elaborated at some length on the importance of the subtler political

dinensions:

...any agency worms in the political decision arena
frequently finds it wise to work indirectly or behind the
scenes. Both activities would not be obvious but nevertheless
would be real. It should be possible for an evaluating team with
its political sensitivity to identify the agency effectiveness
along these lines. After it has been identified it will be
necessary to write the report carefully in order not to destroy a
good thing.... I would suggest...the possibility of looking at all
of the criteria...on a second scale which evaluates each in terms
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of effectiveness in these qualitative or judgmental ways.
Oa such a scale it could turn out that the higher education
agency got high marks for ignoring part of the legislative
mandates because it would have been politically or educationally
unwise to have attempted to implement it. Another example of such
wisdom would be cases in which the political cost could be judged
to be higher than the benefits to be gained.

.

The scale should also take into account the extent to which the
agency establishes a general climate in which constructive activity
occurs. When such a climate exists, it often is because the state
agency has been willing to share credit for accomplishments which it
played a major role in. The evaluating committee should look for
and recognize this qualitative factor or set of factors. Often they
will show up in situations in O'ich the fact of sharing reduces the
quantitative score. In some cases it will create a situation in which
the apparent leadership or even the real leadership will have been
taken by others but the state agency will have either served as
catalyst or will have been responsible for creating a climate in which
others would be interested and willing to take leadership. Finally,
the state agency may have created a climate in which there is a general
willingness to accept leadership from multiple sources whereas at an
earlier point in time in the same state the situation may have been one
in whiele some participants in the process would accept only those things
which they themselves initiated.

The agency should be judged in terms of what is possible in the
particular setting and the particular situation given the times, resources,
attitudes, etc.... Modest accomplishment in some settings takes more
ability than major ones in a different setting.

3. Lack of balance in the composition of clientele interviewed. (

limited primarily to university and college leaders.)

Norris:

There is no visible awareness of the need to "consider the source"
when evaluating and weighing the information received from the
various sources to be interviewed. On some of the indicated
factors it would appear that independent expert judgments of persons
well removed from the local scene are a more reeliable basis for
conclusions than opinions expressed by constituents whose ox may have
been either gored or gorged.

As an example of the "gored ox" problem, Hollander felt that the proposed
he felt

criteria and methods created unrealistic expectatious which / "would be hard for

any agency of state government to meet fully." To rely predominantly for
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was not to anticipate favorable responses.

Thus, five respondents urged that executive and legislative branch personnel

in state governments be added to the interview list, and Usdan suggested that

influential lay figures from groups like the Chamber of Commerce and the

oflUtnen Voters be included as well.

Miller pointed out that, regardless of a respondent's particular position

and involvement, some observers are "more convince for whatever reason" and

that no room was built into the evaluation process for giving "differaatial

it" to such opinions. This is an element of concern particularly in "use

surveys" in which no interviewer operates to sift the value of what is
received.

4. Failure to address agency's role in relationship to the academic

community and state government.

If previous comments have alerted us to the need to distinguish between

objective and subjective data, to the value of looking at the statewide board

in political as well as operational terms, and to the importance of se

broader range of opinions, the next group of comments criticizes the

South Carolina criteria for their failure to deal with the agency's particular

role in relationship to the universities and colleges and the statt_ jovernment.

For example, Friday considers the coordinating board model itself to be inferior

"since "a body that has little or no governance authority cannot have mach effect

on (the) vital functions (of delivering teaching, research and a variety of

public services to the state)." Thus to him, criteria to evaluate a coordinating

board without considering the possibility of better consolidated governing model

act only to miss the central point.
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with
review were approaching that complex and sensitive topic / too narrow a stress

on cost savings and too simplistic an implied definition of duplicative programs.

Somewhat related are observations by Dunlop and Ramesburg on the need for

evaluation criteria to assess the linkages between program review and a) planning

and b) budget allocations, and also those between budget allocations and planning.

Arceneaux noted that capital outlay procedures needed to be included as

well, and Schmidtlein and Petersen suggested that agency staff quality ought to

be examined. Petersen and Cole were concerned with determining whether an agency

is merely a "responsive commission" or whether it demonstrates initiative in

anticipatir emerging issues.

Three of the respondents were particularly interested in exploring the impact

of eliminating the CHE. They questioned the de ,:arable relationshi? between

activities of CHE and hrpravements in post.

Millett, as a good social scientist, agonizes aver problems of ofd nstrating

cause-and-effect:

ry education.

The only satisfactory method of social science research for
these questions would be an experimental situation and a control
situation. We can resort to this methodology in some kinds of
psychological situations, but it is pretty difficult to get
Experimental results and control results in a political or economic
setting.

Who can say what would have bar -I in South Carolina between 1967
and 1977 if there had been no Commission on Higher Education?
Obviously, we can't relive 1967 to 1977 without-the Commission. It
would be interesting if we could. To be sure, some informed
participants and observers may speculate with some reason abOut
South Carolina events in the absence of the Commission. But their
observations remain speculation.

You can look at same statistical measures: number of campuses added,
new programs authorized, new building constructed, appropriations made
for current operations, enrollment by counties, and degrees awarded by
program field and level. But how can you know whether or not any of
these quantitative changes occurred because there was a Canmission on
Higher Education? I would guess that the Commission helped to provide
the rationale for change, helped to legitimatize higher education
progress, assisted in "selling" higher education to the power structure
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and to the political representatives of that power structure. But

am guessing. Mbybe there is a better way to answer. l hope so.

Dunlap suggests using the absence of negative evidence to demonstrate a

positive: "What might have happened of a negative nature over the past ten years

bad not the Commission on higher Education been in place?".

And Young wonders whether the LAC questions just quoted above would

necessarily assess the costs as well as the benefits of Commission activities:

"Planning, review and auditing agencies have difficulty tackling the question of

the real costs of their activity, many of which ere transferred to the

institutions providing services."

We received numerous cautions abut the dangers of using evaluation criteria

based on South Carolina--or even a "national rodel"--to any other particular

state. Godwin provides one such example:

Except in certain cases one ray find that criteria that can be
equally applied to different types of state higher education
boards would have to be so general as to be inconclusive.... An
evaluation of most assistance to a state and to a higher education
agency might be one that focused primarily on higher education
issues important to the state and secondarily on comparable
standards or criteria for evaluating the state agency.

Kirkwood reinforces this warning:

Given the number of variables which make one state different from
another, l would question the advisability or the soundness of
seeking to compare the work of one commission on higher education
with that of any other state. There will be some commonalities,
but my guess is that the difference will be more numerous than the
likenesses.

VI. COMPOSITE SET TERM.

Based on the critical rep s surveyed in the last Section, we have developed
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a composite set of criteria covering eleven
different categories. We would not

for a moment suggest that persons evaluating statewide boards should attempt

to use all the various criteria listed. But it is our hope that evaluators could

pick and choose those criteria most appropriate to their particular state history

&id context.

And for the faint-hearted who are intimidated by the prospect of digesting

another long list of assessment questions, we offer relief in the form of four
to be considered

Short "ove iding questions" submitted by Stephen Bailey/in lieu of detailed

critical reactions to the South Carolina criteria which he found "silly and

pretentious" and lacking "analytical focus and conceptual clarity

1. Is the intellectual/analytical work of the Commission of high quality?Here, a peer review of selected reports and studies should be adequate

2. Is there a sense on the part of the governor and the legislature thatthe Commission's activities are helpful to than in making at least quasi-rationaljudgments about higher education support and development?

3. Do the affected colleges and to feel that they are beingdeal- with by the Commission in a fair and understanding mannergranteddisc rc ements about final recommendations?

4. Does the Commission operate on the bais of a philosophy of higher
education that goes beyond simplistic manpower, occupational, and formula
projections, and that endorses a maximum amount of institutional autonomy inmaking decremental as well as incremental decisions?

The following comments, suggestions and questions constitute the 'Long List."

A. Previous

1. The status of the recomdations made by any previous evaluations should

be considered.

B. Commission Membership

1. How does the membership differ from other states?

2. Bow are the members chosen? Gan they be easily influenced by the

institutions? by state officials?
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What decisions or coot be ode because of the iiembership?

C. Commission Staff

1. Has the staff shown initiative in raising new issues for concern by

the commission; by the legislature?,

2. Has the quality of the commission staff been strengthened since last

evaluation?

3. How strong has the director's leadership been?

4. Could other SHEA's learn anything about effective internal

this commission?

5. What is the capacity of the staff to adjust to new needs and improve

internal functioning?

6. How do staff salaries compare to those of other state agencies? How do

they compare to those of the institutions in the state?

7. What staff and other resources are available as compared to staff and

resources in other agencies with similar functions?

Original iislation

General Comments:

Effe.tivenss of the Commission should be measured a

establishing the agency.

Authority

A postsecon fission with advisory power

t the legislation

is likely to influence

policy indirectly over the term, most likely to be effective in

defining the questions to be asked and the issues to be addressed.

A coordinating board is less likely to be able to resolve issues in

accordance with their views since the resolution will rest in the hands of

other boards with other authority.
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e of a coordinating board's function is likely to result in only

a portion. of its reccnnendations being accepted and only a portion of its

proposals being able tr directly relate to outcomes

direct influences are most significant and these nust be understood and

perceived by the evaluating agency.

Opinion: A body that has little or no governance aut ity has little

effect on vital functions of teaching, research, etc.

1. Did . _the= legislation give the agency sufficient authority to operate

effectively?

2. Were powers which were originally provided sufficiently utilized?

3. Did the ardhg of the statute agree with either national norms and

local consensus regarding what the agency ought to be doing?

or

Goals anslOb'ectiviltheenc

General Comments:

- The agency should list its awn goals and objectives and seek its own

evaluation of how well these objectives were achieved.

- It is less appropriate to talk about the "goals and objectives" of a

state agency, than to talk about its functions, "duties aad responsibilities"

as per statement of overall purpose.

- If a particular action directed by state law resulted in a decline in

quality or no significant improvement based on some national set of

standards, the audit team's results should reflect why the Commission c?iose

that course or action.

1. Has the Commission developed its own criteria for e ex uation of its

performance?

2. Has there been a "se eve uation" by the 'ssion?
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TO what extent have the recommendations of .ssion led Lc) action?

4. Is this only a "responsive" Commission?

5. Has the Commission developed general principles of academic excellence

against which it evaluates higher education in the state?

F. Sensilaivi e Political Scene

General Comments:

It is unfair to judge an agency and its specific actions without explicitly

seeking to understand the political reahtieL in any given state context.

Often it is necessary to work indirectly or behind the scenes. It could

turn out that an agency may have pored part of legislative mandates

because it would have been. politically or educationally unwise to have

attempted to implement them.

Primary responsibilities and govern nce role of the faculties should not be

overlooked.

1. Has agency exercised judgment in cases in which the political s could

be judged to be higher than the benefits to be gained?

2. Has the agency established a general climate which constructive

activity occurs?

3. Has the agency been willing to accept leadership from multiple sources?

4. Is there a sense on the part of the governor and the legislature that

the Commission's activities are helpful to them in at least quasi-rational

judgements about higher education support and development?

5. How has higher education fared in obtaining tax dollars from the legislature

over the past five or ten years in comparison with other governmental functions

such as highways, common schools, etc.?
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6. Horahas higher education's workload increased compared with workload

increa'es of other governmental functions?

7. Did the coordinating board make recommendations which were specific

to be implemented? The extent to which a Connission's reconmendations

are not hmplonented may reflect on other groups outside the Commission.

G. latior hi to Postsec Institutions

1. Do the affected colleges and universities feel that they are being dealt

with in a fair and understanding Winer- -granted disagreements about final

recommendations?

2. To what extent do institutions go directly to the governor and legislature?

3. To what extent do institutions ca-%-y out policies developed by the

Commission? Are they required/expect to?

H. Planning Process

General Comments:

Any commission that has done its job properly Tiould be hard put to find

college presidents among its constitmfficyldio would agree enthusiastically

they had been involved to the extent they believe they should be in the

planning process.

It may be difficult to find any state agency whose reports and recommendations

are perceived to have contributed in a significant way to higher education.

Appropriateness of board actions should be measured in relation to state

plan for higher education.

1. Did the planning products identify those groups responsible for

implementing reccgnendations? Did they include implementation plans? If certain

actions were implemented determine whether or not the desired outcome was

actually realized.
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2. What would be the impact of eliminating the Co fission?

3. Who can say what would have happened since the last evaluation if there

had been no Commission?

4. How can you know whether or not any titative changes occurred

because there was a Commission?

5. Has the Commission helped provide the rationale for change, helped to

legitimatize higher education progress, assisted in "selling" higher education

to the power structure and to political representatives?

6. Who participates in the planning process? Presidents? Citizens?

Other universityl administrators?

7. Who participates in the budget process, the program review process?

Hov are information systems and standards developed and Imintained and who

participates in this proces?

8. To what extent in the planning process has in -depth analysis be

undertaken to uncover pertinent issues? To what extent have solutions

proposed?

9. Does there appear to be a reluctance to consider tive approaches?

I. Program Revi ew process

General Comments:

No criteria have been developed to assess the qualit

program approval process.

Eliminating unnecessary duplication assume that the Commission has

developed its own criteria for asp the worth of academic programs

beyond the general legislative mandate and, through practice and policy,

has established its own standards of necessity and quality.

It is practically impossible to thoroughlyexamine the cost and quality of

a program prior to implementation. The review of existing programs

results of the
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becomes crucial.

1. What is the relationship between program review and determination of

et needs? If one is added, does new money go with it, and if one is dropped,

there a reduction in the amount of resources required?

2. Does the Commission have explicit authority to review terminate

programs?

3. Is there quality built into the program process?

4. Are resources provided to enable the Commission to address quality

issues in the program review function?

5. How do new programs relate to the state 1

Bu4gPtiEEI22MI;L

General Comments:

The coordinating board should establish statewide priorities for funding

of higher education.

The Commission trust be evaluated ors its willingness to make hard choices,

to balance the financial situation of the state against the ambitions of

the institutions.

1. Does the Commission operate on the basis of a philosphy of higher

education that goes beyond simplistic manpower, occupational and formula

projection, and that ehdorses a maximum amount of institutional aut in

making decremental as well as incremental decisions?

2. Does the board promote accountability by helping the state devel

efficiency and effectiveness measures for higher education and related ins -Miami

performance with funding?

3. In light of changing conditions, does the formula-based budget give an

accurate portrayal of an institution's financial needs?



4. Are budget requests keeping with an overall state plan for higher

education? Detailed budget analysis may or may not be assigned to a coordinating

agency, but certainly the basic review against long-rte, plans should be conducted.

5. What is the Commission's role in influencing the capital outlay budget?

K. Reports and Studies

1. Is the intellectual/analytic work of the Con-mission of high quality?

2. Do studies have significant impact in the specific areas they address?

If a Commission study results in a reccumendation to maintain the status

quo in so area, and the legislature agrees to take "no action" Ls a result of

the recoumendation, that is a positive role. Such an activity y not result

in an identified improur.vent inn postsecondary education, but it has clearly

protected existing quality.

4. Has the output of studies, plans, reconmendations been realistic as we11

as sufficient in relation to staff size, funds and demand for infomation?

VII. CONCLUSION

A. Who Bells the Cat?

Whether one used the simplified Bailey "Big Four" or some variation on the

more elaborate composite set of criteria, the question arises: "Who bells

the cat?"

Sections IV and V reviewed most formal' evaluation efforts to date, with an.

emphasis on the evaluation criteria. Let us here re-travel that ground with

an emphasis on who does the evaluation.

I. The ACV '.f- Evaluation Kit mentioned in Section IV contains guidelines put

out by the Association of Governing Boards which are rant to be used by the
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boards on themselves. While board self-evaluation is a desirable practice,

is not a sufficient answer to the problem of public accountability because of

the obvious problems of bias and self-interest. We will, however, return to a

variation of this idea in our concluding remarks to this Section.

2. University of Missouri Task Force: This group was appointed by the

President of the University of Missouri and took as its charge to recommend

a coordinating structure for the state of Missouri based on its studies of

the main three tomes of models in nine states outside Missouri.

While this process overcame problems of objectivit=y by dealing with out-

of-state material, it also lacked the attention to specific in-state problems

which Godwin and Kirkwood among others especially urged be the primary focus of

the evaluation.

3. Alabama Evaluations #1 and #2: These evaluations were carried cut by

committees appointed by the statewide board itself after consultations with

university and college leaders. Each committee consisted of a majority of in-

state persons having no direct associations with Alabama universities and colleges

and a minority (of at least three persons) from outside the state, selected for

their experience with various elements in the coordinating picture.

This nixed committee had the advantage of including in-state persons sensitive

to indigenous political catditions and out-of-state persons aware of practices

and problems in other states. Its major disadvantages were the lack of its own

research staff, a modest budget and a six-month life span.

James Miller, Jr., a participant in the 1975 Evaluation Committee, later

assessed this evaluation and noted (1975):



The attempt to secure a mix of in-state and out-of-state
viewpoints and a mix of lay and expert members appears to this
participant-observer to have worked well. So also did the decision
to mice the lay people and the professionals coequal "mailers" of
the evaluation committee instead of differentiating members and
consultants. Member participation in discussions was freer, more
continuous, and more wide-ranging than is tree when people are
identified (or self-identify) with limited roles such as "expert
on state politics" or "expert on alternative models from other
states." Variations in expertise were recognized, but they did not
create barriers to interaction. Such a emmittee structure would not
necessarily work in all situations, but it merits consideration as an
alternative to the more coffin practice of bringing in outside
consultants to advise an in-state committee of lay or legislative
leaders.

The 1975 Committee recommended a cdge in the method of appointing the next

one. Even though Miller reported the 6ommittee felt completely free to "be

objective," the members felt that appearances of partiality would be better

servediif the Alabama coordinating board appointed only one of the four in-

state members, with the Governor and the presiding officer of each house of the

legislature each appointing one of the other three.

The four Alabama members would then, with the help of the coordinating board,

select the out-of-state professionals to join then as equal members of the

Committee.

This recommendation was included in a subsequent bill to strengthen the

Commission, but as earlier pages reported, that bill passed only one house and

as a consequence, the 1979 Committee was appointed by the original method.

4. AED Studies in Mississippi and West Virginia: The Academy for Educational

Development undertook evaluations of the consolidated governing boards in

Mississippi and West Virginia at the behest of state government bodies in each

state. (The AED study in Florida is a somewhat different case and will be dealt

with below.)
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The AED brought both a knowledge of experiences in other states and a potential

for impartiality to its studies which in-state agencies and persons would find

difficult to equal. On the other hand, if those stressing the primary importance

of unique state characteristics (both educational and political) are correct,

then an evaluation process lacking sensitive in-state participants may also be

deficient.

5. AED Study in Florida: The AED study in Florida contrasts with the t

t mentioned because in Florida the commissioning agent, the Joint Executive-

Legislative Commission on Postsecondary Education, is not a passive recipient of

the AED findings but is itself actively engaged in a broad inquiry into post-

secondary education in that state. As a further interesting variation, the

Florida Study Commission has asked some out-of-state consultants (including the

senior author of this study) to comment on certain aspects of the AED reports.

Thus the Florida example combines the strength of instate persons, an authorized

staff, an out-of-state professicnal consulting firm and the use of individual

out-of-state persons for ad hoc purposes. What it lacks is sufficient ti ma: six

months is not enough for a careful study!

6. Legislative Audit Reviews in Connecticut and South Carolina: The

Connecticut study is listed here along with the South Carolina one merely to

warn observers not to judge things by their outer labels. While both reports are

products of state legislative program evaluation units, the Connecticut one falls

far short of the high professional standards espoused by the emerging national

Legislative Program Evaluation (L PE:, unit in the National Council of State

Legislatures. Even the much more carefully done South Carolina report fails to

provide a balanced appraisal of the Commission on higher Education's achievements

as well as its alleged shortcomings. But at least the South Carolina process
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shows the potential of a trained professional evaluation staff, adequate time

and budget, and the use of selected out-of-state experiences, reports and

consultants.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Various Patterns

What needs careful judgment is whether the gains in employing state professional

evaluation staff who are generally experienced in evaluating public policy

implementation but only passingly familiar with the subtle nuances of complex

academic issues (the staff must bounce fron one policy area to another) outweigh

those to be expected from employing persons not trained in evaluation techniques

as such but who are much more sensitive to the academic values involved.

An alternative dilemma is that between using a national consulting firm that

has staff both trained in program evaluation and specializing in higher education

issues, but who know less about the particular educational and political conditions

unique to a state, and employing in-state persons With the opposite strengths.

The Florida pattern combines both the strength of an in-state commission

and staff with that of a national consulting firm specializing in higher education

prDblems, plus the ad hoc use of individual out-of-state professionals.

The particular choice which a given state may make among the various

alternatives will obviously emerge out of the conditions then prevailing ire that
state, but ideally the process of evaluation selected would reflect some

sensitivity to the above general analysis of gains and losses associated with

different evaluations agents.

One major variable in choosing the type of evaluation agent(s) ninges on

whether the assessment is to be a built-in periodic practice or an ad hoc

exercise generated only when the accumulation of criticisms of a statewide board

seems to justify it.
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The spread of sunset legislation ti ed in Section I) and the Legislative

Program Evaluation movemmtreinforces'our recommendation, based on the Alabama

experience, that the evaluation become a regular process, not connected with

any particular crisis or disagreement.

If this is done, then choice of evaluation agents will have to take cost

considerations more carefully into account. An assessment to be undertaken every

four years, for example, may necessitate a more modest budget than one mounted

only once in a decade.

Uhatever the choice of timing, budget and evaluation agent, another suggestion

received has convinced us to recommend that the process begin by asking the state-

wide board itself to specify the criteria by which it hopes to be evaluated.

Fuller and Cooper both made this paint, which came with particular force fr

Cooper, former steff urmber of the South Carolina Legislative Audit Council staff:

The audit plan/criteria were developed by the Legislative
Commission staff. That was a mistake Our first step, and I
suggest you consider this as your first step in Alabama, should
have been to ask the Higher Education Commission to propose
the criteria they use (or will use in the future) to evaluate
their own performance. One standard for any organization is to
have a plan for evaluating its performance.

criteria
Obviously the choice of evaluation

A
would not stop with the statewide board's

own suggestions, but it is a good place to begin. The evaluation agency chosen

should then undertake a critique of the suggested criteria, discuss any disagre Tents

with the statewide board and then finally establish the formal criteria.

Once this has been done in one cycle, the existing criteria will help the

statewide board to monitor the accumulation of relevant data so that in the next

evaluation process, most information needed will already be available. Later

evaluation agents will always retain the right to modify or abandon the earlier

criteria (and the statewide board can always suggest changes) but over a period
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time, both by trial and eiror in that state and the power of examples

states, there should emerge a more satisfactory evaluation process.

said this we are aware that it is considerably easier to write about

a good process than to deliver on it. Few people or agencies seem to enjoy being

evaluated, and this is particularly true in higher education where academics are

fond of saying that "delicate matters relating to the life of the mind" cannot

be crudely evaluated. In this regard another uember of the South Carolina Audit

staff (Cole) responded to our letter by linking probleup in evaluating statewide

boards to broader problems of assessing outcomes in higher education in general.

Below (with her order somewhat transposed) she first lays out the Legislative

Audit Council approach and then issues a challenge to academics to enter the fray

and try to do better:

The evaluator se. eking criteria is immediately plunged into
philosophic questions concerning the nature of higher education
in general and State-funded higher education in particular. A
Legislative Program Evaluation agency mist consider whether or
not the taxpayers are receiving the greatest benefit possible
from the money invested in higher education. Particularly
during a time of shrinking resources and declining enrollments,
the proper role of the publicly-funded institution becomes an
issue. Programs which a private institution may choose to offer may be
a luxury for a public institution. Each public institution should
develop its particular strengths rather than attempting to grow in
all directions. The coordinating board nust be evaluated on its
willingness to neke the hard choices, to balance the financial
situation of the State against the ambitions of the institutions
while trying to provide the best possible educational opportunities
for the citizens of the state.

it is erative that hi er education agencies place more
psis on self-evaluation and developing measures for assessing
their own programs. Otherwise the task of deciding the 'desired
outcomes of such programs will always be left to people outside the
field of higher education.

...the evaluation of such coordinating boards is a difficult task
because of a past reluctance on the part of educators to quantify
most areas of higher education. When the auditor tries to examine
how the agency performs and assesses its programs, he finds himself
attempting to evaluate programs which resist the very idea of
measurement.

Cl
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While educators often repeat the uyi that higher education cannot
be ueasured, several educators did express to us the idea that it is
the academicians themselves who have an inborn resigtance-to
quantification and accountability. It may be inevitable that this
attitude is absorbed to same extent by the regulating/coordinating
board. At the very least, it inhibits the board's efforts to impose
neasurements.

Howard Bowen is one scholar who has accepted the challenge of statements like

thatjust quoted. His recent book InvoTtan (1979) provides much

information on outcomes in higher education and he himself has well described

the central dilemmas in attempting to measure such outcomes We can do no

better to end this work than to return to the opening broad this of evaluation

Academe by associating ourselves completely with Bowen's plea (1974, p. 121):

To evaluate outcomes is difficult partly because it is hard to
sort out causes and effects, partly because the final outcomes my
not be known for decades and partly because sane of the most
significant outcomes may be imposssible to identify or measure in
oblebtive terms. Yet, despite the difficulties, educators have
an obligation to assess outcomes as best they can, not only to
appease outsiders who demand accountability but also to iraprc^:c
internal aenagement....There are some useful procedures for obtaining
quantitative data on outcomes, and ongoing research (which should be
multipl'ed many tunes) will produce snore ways of measuring outcomes.
Inevitably, however, the assessment of outcomes will require large
elements of judgment. One of the problems is to bring to bear on
evaluation the judgment of professionally qualified but disinterested
persons (1974, p.121).

e
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APPENDIX A

ructure of State Coordinating Boards

(1) No coordinating structure--self explanatory;

(2) Voluntary association --some coordinating structure, with greater

or lesser degrees of activity, formed voluntarily by institutional

initiative;

(3) Advisory coordinatLmgency--state-mandated'agency which does rot

supersede institutional or segmental governing boards and gives advice

and recommendations on higher education to institutions and state

agencies;

(4) E!g21!12Ey coordiTAtina!a!na--state-mandated agency which does

not supersede institutional or segmental governing boards and has

final approval powers in at least certain key policy areas;

(5) Consolidated governing single board which both governs

and coordinates all public higher education within the state, except

possibly public community colleges.
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APPENDIX B

Proposed National Objectives for Higher Education

A. C- -negie ommi;3sion Purposes of Higher Education (1973)

(1) The provision of opportunities for the intellectual, aesthetic,
ethical, and skill development of individual students, and the
provision of campus environments which can constructively assist
students in their more general developmental growth.
(2) The advancement of human capability in society at large.
(3) The enlargment of educational justice for the postsecondary
age group.
(4) The transmission and advancement of learning and Wisdom.
(5) The critical evaluation of society--through individual thought
and persuasion- -for the sake of society's self-reneWal.

B: National Commission _on the Financing of
Postsecondary Education (1973)

(1) Each individual should be able to enroll in some form of
postsecondary education appropriate to that person's needs,
capability, and motivation.
(2) Each individual should have a reasonable choice among those
institutions of postsecondary education that have accepted him or
her.
(3) Postsecondary education should make available academic assistance
and counseling that will enable each individual, according to his or
her needs, capability, and motivation, to achieve his or her
educational obiectives.
(4) Postsecondary education should offer programs of formal instructioi
ad other learning opportunities and engage in research and public
service of sufficient diversity to be responsive to the changing needs
of :ndividuals and society.
(5) Postsecondary education should strive for excellence in all
instruction, research, public service, and other learning opportunities.
(6) institutions of postsecondary education should have sufficient
freedom and flexibility to maintain institutional and professional
integrity and to meet, creatively and responsibly, their educational
goals.
(7) Institutions of postsecondary education should use financial and
other resources both efficiently and effectively and employ procedures
sufficient to enable those who provide the resources to determine
whether those resources are achieving desired outcomes.
(8) Adequate financial resources should bemade available to permit the
accomplishment of the foregoing objectives. This is a responsibility
that should be shared by a combination of public and private sources,
including federal, state, and local government, and by students,
parents, and other concerned individuals and organizations,
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APPENDIX C

Related Examples of Evaluations of Process

In 1972 a two-year Educational Governance Project was funded by

the United States Office of Education under Title V of the Elementar:

and Secondary Education Act. Headed by Roald Campbell and Tim Mazzo]

Jr., and based in the College of Education at Ohio State University,

the Project produced case studies of twelve states and two major

reports (Campbell and Mazzoni, 1974a and 1974b). Wt even a staff

of four senior persons working with thirteen research associates

over the two years was able to overcome the problems of assessing

output rather than process: "No statements are made by us about the

linkage between a given model and c \ apes in such areas as teacher

performance or student achievement. Though we personally believe

that ructure can affect policy outcomes of this sort, the many

intervening variables and the limitations of our data preclude any

but the most speculative comment" (Campbell and Mazzoni, 1974a, p.

46).

In another example of their scholarly caution, Campbell and

Mazzonl _:Irst note that "structures, intentionally or not, are never

neutral. Each makes it easier for some values to be realized rather

than others." They decline however, to state their own preferences

for which values ought to be realized. Instead they offer a

description of the values of both supporters and critics of each

of the major models analyzed (for example, those who place more

importance on accountability may favor the centralized executive

model, while those more interested in insulating education from

partisan politics may prefer the separate agency model).
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Another major study--this one of state legislatures- -also felt

obligated to evaluate process rather than outcome but exhibited no

reserve about professing which legislative structures and procedures

ought to be valued. The Citizens Conference on State Legislatures

received a Ford Foundation grant in 1970 to make a fourteen-month

Legislative Evaluation Study. The resulting report (Burns, 1971)

explains how panels of experts finally evolved five major criteria,

employing seventy-three total subheadings, by which each state

legislature was judged and rated. All fifty states were then ranked

on each of the major criteriafunctionality, accountability, information,

independence, and representation, and a composite state rating was

offered, with California and Nev York leading the scores and Alabama

and Wyoming at the bottom of the list. More importantly, 17 d on

the ideal model, recommendations were offered for the improvement of

the legislative process in each state. While the research team agreed

that legislative results were more important than the means used to

achieve them, it argued that, methodologically, evaluation could

really 17:: made only of process and that in the long run, this might

prove to be the more crucial variable.
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APPENDIX D Association of Governing Boards
(1977)

Statewide Educational PlanningPolicies and Processes

1. Indicate your opinions regarding the board's past and present performance in statewide planning by
responding "yes" or "no" to the following questions, and if appropriate, whether you feel that the practice
need5. refinement and updating, or whether a new practice should be initiated.

a. Has the board adopted specific policies and long-range
objectives ro guide the development of postsecondary
education services in the state?

b. Are the methods for achieving each objective clearly stated
in a "master plan- or other public document?

c. Does the plan define the unique role and scope of services
offered by each institution?

d. -Do you feel that the board has sufficient authority or influence
to see that the plan is implemented?

e. Do you feel that the objectives and plans are based on valid End
realistic projections regarding the foreseeable future?

f. Is there provision for periodic review and updating of the
plan to meet new needs?

Do you feel that the planning process adequately involves
all sectors, including the private and proprietary institutions?

h. Does the plan provide an effective means to eliminate
unnecessary duplications of programs and services?

Are the objectives set forth in the plan and the methods of
attaining them consistent with available or realistically
projected fiscal resources?

j. Are there established procedures by which the board receives
reports and evaluates actions taken to implement the plan?

k. Do you feel that the long-range (five years plus) and the
intermediate or short-range (one to three years) objectives

e plan have the understandint of:

(I) the public higher education institutions?

(2) 1 he private higher education institutions?

1 he proprietary institutions?

(4) the present membership of the board?

(5) Most state fiscal and administrative offic cars?

i he general public?

(71 Other

g-

Yes

Needs Should
refinement initiate

El 0 El

LI

0

El Li

0 El L]

Lit Li

El 0 0 [1
E L
El

0

0

Do you feel that these groups are supporting these plans? Please circle the numbers undor question k
which indicate those who are supporting the plans.

Comments can this topic:
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University of lassouri Task Force (1972)

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING STRUCTURES FOR COORDINATING
AND WVERNANCE OF STATE HIGE.-7R EDUCATION

General.

1. ELsayiialControl - Ability to establish sound pa:Aezn o' lnstitutional missions;
to diSITITTO prorlrams among institutions ir educationally sound and
efficient manner; and to discontinue old and ef;tablish new programs in a
rational manner.

Resource Allocation and Use Ability to define fiscal nee; on a cc:izdi;lated
and responsibly basis in relation to specific instifional missions and
overall staff needs. Includes consistency to budgot ilvelopment and presen-
tation procedures, efficiency and effectiveness of prc-,dures, a!y.: control
and evaluation of application of resources.

Long-Range Plannirq - Ability to conduct continuous and meanlngful long-range
planning for higher education in the state for all post-secondary
institutions and to implement the resultinc plans.

4. Assignment of Res _sibili - Ability to identify responsibility and
aci:ountehirity for conduct of higher eomation at institutional and state
level. Includes n appropriate differentintionbetween responsibilities
for broad policy establishment and manageent within policy guidelines.

5. Comprehensiveness of PurView - Degree to which structure fen coordination and
governance PerMiti and encourages coordination among all segments of pos!
secondary education, including the private and community junior college
sectors.

Influences

Autonomy - Ability of institutions to maintain
individual educational character, to exercise appropriate control of own
operations and approaches to assigned programs, and to bring institvtional
and educational considerations to hear in state-level decision ma.na
affecting higher education.

7. La" peoresentation - Degree to which representavives of the lay public of the
state Wcipate in coordination and governance of higher education.

8. state Government Influence - Degree to which state government, executive and
legislative, can influence development of higher education in concert with
other programs of the state, while encouraging integrity and continuity of
the higher education enterprise.

Administration

9. .5p_c)f Control - Degree to which coordinating and governing bodies and staff
thereof ape -able to act on the basis of an adequate familiarity and under-
standing of the individual operating units and institutions for which they
are responsible.

10. Costs of Bureaucracy - Degree to which staff and other dollar costs of the
structure for coordination and governance can be kept at e level consistent
with the overall requirements of the activity.

11. Frocessesof Bureaucracy - Ability of structure of coordination and governance
to operate with the minimum necessary paper flow, review levels, and related
attributes of bUreaucratic processes.

Responsiveness - Ability of institutions and of coordinating structure to
maintain the flexibility of operation required for timely and efficient
response to specific needs and requirements.

i_.±.912Exa114L12 - Degree to which nature and responsibilities of coordinating
or governing bodies permit the attraction of appropriately qualified staff.
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APPENDIX F

University of Vissouri Task Force (1972)

POSTULATED AND OBSERVED CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE STRUCTURES
FOR COORDINATION AND GOVERNANCE ACCORDING

TO EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
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APPENDIX G

Five Major .Roles And Related Tasks of a Consolidated Governing
Board As Identified by the Academy for Educational

Development /Governance of Publi,LLIIgher Education in Missi ssippi {1979)

1. Governing Board of Individual Institutions

As the gov6rning board of individual institutions, the Board of

Trustees has the responsibility to:

--establish within the institutions a well defined decision
making process that sets forth the roles of the president,
the fac,:.'"v. senate or similar group), the student" senate
(or si,Ai:x group), staff representatives, and students;

-appropriately governance decisions as academic
affairs, faculty- affairs, student affairs, non-faculty
personnel affairs, or administrative and financial affairs;

-.-develop, above the level of the institution, a grievance
procedure for fact-finding and recommendation;

--clearly differentiate between governance and management
and between work planning and work performance;

--delegate managerial autonomy to the institutions'
administrations;

--develop and maintain a_comprehensive management information
system that provides planning and evaluative information; and,

--periodically evaluate management and governance performance.

Statewide Planning

As the entity responsible for state-wide higher education planning,

the Board of Trustees should, at least for the state universities:

--periodically determine the State's higher education needs in
instruction, public service, and research by .considering
geographic access, student costs, and State development patterns;

--consider the role of private institutions, junior colleges,
and accredited postsecondary proprietary schools in meeting
state-wide needs;

--develop differentiated missions or roles for the universities
that consider:
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. standards or quality;

admissions standards;

instructional programs;

. public service programs;

. research programs;

. enrollment size; and,

. special-expectations;

- -provide for broad -based community, faculty, and student
inputs into the planning process;

- -periodically publish a master plan that indicates the
aspirations and strengths of the system, areas that should i.

be improved, strategies that should be improved, and anticipated
financial requirements of the system; and,

- -develop a process that relates the master plan and
institutional mission to facility requirements.

Statewide Coordination

The Board of Trustees should:

--maintain a current and comprehensive inventory of the .

programs the institutions offer and of correlated indicators
of program productivity;

- -use a well-defined process of periodic program review and
evaluation;

--develop and maintain an intelligible budgetary process that
provides for the equitable allocation of state - appropriated
general fund revenues according to statewide plans, institutional
missions, enrollment patterns, and special institutional needs;

--maintain for all institutions a well-defined and flexible
personnel and classification plan that can be adjusted for
varied missions and programs;

- - develop and implement an equitable, mission-related plan'for
physical facilities expansion or r(movation; and,

develop and maintain a comprehensive, accurate, and up-to-
date information system that provides useful information to the
institutions and, for policy decisions, to the Board
and the Legislature.
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Insulation from Political Interference

In fulfilling this aspect of its role, the Board should:

--provide evidence of its commitment to protecting
academic freedom;

- -support the managerial autonomy of the institutions; and,

--commit itself to a philosophy of political accountability
without political subservience,

5. Public Advocac

The Board needs:

--an effective program f public information;

- -the reasonable cooperation of the executive branch
of the State Government;

-the reasonable cooperation of the legislative
branch of the State Government; and,

--the interested and informed opinions of groups on
the performance, needs, and future of higher
education in Mississippi.
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APPENDIX H

Six Essential Characteristics to be Sought in
State Government Organizational Arrangements from the
A.E.D. Discussion PapqL prepared for Florida,(1979'

1. The state government organization for higher education should
be cow-rehensive in scope, including two-year programs in
tec n ca eAlcation, two-year college transfer programs,
baccalaureate programs, graduate programs, and first professional
programs

The,state government organization for higher education should
be concerned with,the welfare of private as well as of public
higher education institutions .in the state.

The state government organization for higher education should be
oriented toward the concerns of state government with the needs
for higher education services, access to higher education, thd
fullest possible utilization of all available resources for higher
education service, the delivery of services of appropriate
quality, the elimination of duplicating programs of high cost
and limited enrollment, the effective performance of higher
education serices, and the efficient performance of higher educatic
services.

4. In order to fulfill its role of giving attention to the state
concerns with higher education services, the state organization
should not be vested with the authority and responsibility of
campus gbvernance.

5 The state organization for higher education should be provided
with the requisite authority and responsibility to prepare
periodically a state master plan, to coordinate program offerings,
to undertake analytical studies, and to develop standards of
appropriation support for the current operations and the capital
plant requirements of higher education institutions in the state
for consideration of the Governor and the state Legislature.

The state organization for higher education should be supported
by =he elected officials of state government without demanding
or expecting the state organization to be politically subservient
to elected officials.
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Respondents to Informational Request on South Carolina Criteria
Relative to Its Appropriateness and Utility as a Model for Review

of State Boards in Other States

Anonymous

Arceneaux, William
Commissioner of Higher Education
Board of Regents
State of Louisiana

Bailey, Stephen K.
Professor of Education and Social

Policy
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University

Bjork, Richard E.
.Chancellor
Vermont State Colleges

Bowen, Richard L.
Commissioner of Higher Education
Board of Regents
State of South Dakota

Cole, Patricia
South Carolina Legislature
Audit Committee
Columbia, South Carolina

Cook, M. Olin
Director
Department of Higher Education
Little Rock, Arkansas

Cooper, John M.
Columbia, South Carolina

Dunlap, E. T.
Chancellor
Oklahoma State Regents for
Higher Education

Erbschlos, R. R.
Executive Director
Arizona Codmdssion for
Postsecondary Education

Friday, William
President
University of North Carolina

Fuller, William S.
Executive Director
Nebraska Coordinating Commission

for Postsecondary Educatidn

Furlong, Thomas E., Jr.
Associate for Program Policy

Analysis
Department of Education
State of Florida

Godwin, Winfred L.
President
Southern Regional Education Board

Hollander, T. Edward
Chancellor
State of New Jersey

Huff, Robert A.
Executive Secretary
Board of Educational Finance
Commission on Postsecondary Educ.
State of New Mexico

Hughes, John F.
Director
American Council on Education

Huxol, Robert L.
Associate Superintendent for
Postsecondary Education

Department of Education
State of Michigan

Kerr, Clark
Carnegie Council on Policy Studies
in Higher Education



Kerschner, ^ Lee R.
Executive Director
Colorado Commission on Higher
Education

Kirkwood, Robert
Executive Director
Commission on Higher 1Zducation
Philadelphia

Knight, Jonathan
American Association of

University Professors
Washington, D.C.

Martorana, S. V.
Professor of Higher Education

and Research Associate
Pennsylvania State University

McCarthy, Patrick E.
Chancellor
University of Maine

Miller, James L., Jr,
Professor of Higher Education
Center for the Study of Higher
Education

-University of Michigan

Millett, John D.
Executive Vice President
Academy for Educational

Development

Morton, Ben L.
Chancellor
West Virginia Board of Regents

Norris, C. Gail
Executive Coordinator
Council

of
Postsecondary Ed

State of Washington

Olson, T. K.
Executive Director
Oregon Educational Coordinating

Commission
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Orwigl Meivind D,
Associate Director
National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems

Peterson, Marvin W.
Director
Center for Study of Higher Education
University of Michigan

Pounds, Haskin R.
Vice Chancellor for Planning
Board of Regents
University System of Georgia

Romesburg, Kerry D.
Executive Director,
Alaska commission on Postsecondary

Education

Schmidtlein, Frank
Maryland State Council for
Higher Education

SirotlUn, Phillip
Executive Director
WICHE

Snyder, Harry M.
Executive Director
Council on Higher .Educatio-
Commonwealth of Kentucky

Usdan, Michael D.
Commissioner
Board of Higher Education
State of Connecticut

Young Edwin
President
The University of Wisconsin System

Young, Kenneth E.
President
Council on Postsecondary Acc.2editation
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